Sub: Multiple LPG cylinder manufacturing units within the same premises under the same ownership – regarding

Conditions of approval

1. Multiple manufacturing units shall be segregated by a compound wall of not less than 3M height.

2. Each manufacturing unit shall maintain separate machinery and testing equipment, welding machines, furnace and shall have dedicated manpower. Quality Control manager & Production manager shall be declared along with their qualification and experience.

3. Cylinders manufactured in one unit if found in another unit, all the approvals granted to the manufacturer irrespective of their location shall be withdrawn.

4. Each manufacturing unit shall have independent entrance.

5. Multiple manufacturing units at same location under the same ownership may have common storage for raw material such as steel. Common storage of scrap may also be permitted.

6. In case of expiration/cancellation of licence of any unit by BIS; PESO shall withdraw the approval and unit shall not be allowed to supply the LPG cylinders from that unit and existing stock shall be de-shaped under supervision of BIS.

7. Manufacturing capacity of each unit shall be declared by the applicant & evaluated by BIS & PESO based on consumption of power/furnace fuel. Each unit should have separate electric meter for consumption of electricity/furnace fuel.